Rookie Corner - 268

1
2
Across
1 Doctor Seuss'
essentially Saxon
9
old county (6)
4 Big Dave enemy?!
(7)
11
9 Finished herbcovered starter off
after just a small
13
14
amount of vino (9)
10 Order of Saint
Mark (5)
17
11 Setter chases
naked Eros (O,
21
tragic lover!) (5)
22
12 Equine stud
knocking down
fences: ultimately
26
gallop will be five
times as great (9)
13 Lie twice about
28
rank... (7)
15 ...in a nauseous
way? Without
question! Oh,
28 Chameleon's in
without a doubt!
favour of evenly
(6)
sampling other
17 Echo musical note
hues (7)
right back (6)
29 Acquainted with
19 From an Asian
duo set in motion
region, leaders of
(4,2)
Pakistan and India
welcome UN
Down
injection (7)
1 "More cruel
22 Noah's ship
reverse
delivered 7
anagrams?"... (7)
changing sides for
2 ..."Get lost!"
senior heavenly
(Second
messenger (9)
Chameleon
24 The Spanish
"Rookie" alarms
swimmer's
many at first) (5)
appendage is very
3 To sum up, epic
delicate (5)
tomb in sea's
26 Refined urinal foundations
not one moony!
washed away (9)
(5)
4 Follow up on
27 Missile throwers
fancy in the style
hurl canes all over
of Cupid, say (7)
the place (9)

by Chameleon
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5 Composer of
record on the
radio (5)
6 As football fans
sing, Palace
mostly play with
energy (1,8)
7 Hire wardrobe
assistant? (6)
8 Means of settling
somewhat niche
query (6)
14 Regularly curse
second riot for
increasing
loudness (9)
16 Grammatical
constructions you learn about
them after cases
(9)

18 Very good feature
from The
Crossword Centre
(3,4)
19 It's exercise,
whatever way you
look at it (4-2)
20 Independent
company bags
"writer's writer"
(7)
21 Interpol
lawmakers have
taken up smack
(6)
23 Come to
understanding of
lesson over time?
On the contrary
(5)
25 Quaker reading
banished devil (5)

